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Me to We and DHL Express connect mothers around the world this Mother’s Day through
conscious consumerism
-- Make an impact this Mother’s Day with the Neno Mom Bracelet, a gift that gives from one mother
to another --- Hi-res product shots, footage of Maasai mamas beading and more can be found here
http://www.metowe.com/about-us/press/epk-mothers-day-2014/ --

Toronto, ON (April 16, 2014) – This Mother’s Day, DHL Express Canada and Me to We Artisans, a line of
original accessories handcrafted by Maasai mama artisans in Kenya, have teamed up to celebrate
mothers around the world with Me to We Artisans’ Neno Mom Bracelet. Sustainably produced using
locally sourced materials, this unique Mother’s Day gift provides a personal connection between the
consumer and a working artisan and helps support these mothers in raising healthy children. With every
bracelet purchased DHL will donate $5 to provide a mother and child in a Free The Children community
overseas with one health clinic visit.
“Having worked side by side with these talented women through Me to We Artisans since 2010, I’ve seen
that every dollar earned by a mother directly impacts her home, her children and her community.
However, there is still a large part of the population that doesn’t have access to basic needs, like health
care. In Kenya, less than 30% of the population has access to basic maternal and child health services,”
said Roxanne Joyal, CEO of Me to We, founder of Me to We Artisans. “Through DHL’s generosity this
Mother’s Day, consumers can make a direct impact in a mama’s life overseas while at the same time give
a gift their mothers can cherish and enjoy.”
“It is our philosophy to be a socially conscious company, and we are proud to be part of this new Mother’s
Day initiative,” said Greg Hewitt, President of DHL Express Canada. “The new program will enable us to
continue to help the Me to We Artisans and make a significant impact on children and families across the
globe, which includes basic healthcare and education to those who need it most.”
The Neno Mom Bracelet features a hand-cast brass pendant inscribed with the word “Mom”. The
pendant is hand-knotted on a nylon cord and accented with two brass pieces. The bracelet also features
a genuine pearl attached to the pendant with brass wire. The bracelet retails at $24.99 and is available
for purchase at www.metowe.com or at the Me to We store located at 233 Carlton Street, Toronto,
Ontario.
DHL has been working with Me to We since 2012, providing in-kind shipping to move Artisans products
from Free The Children’s Adopt a Village countries to Me to We headquarters. In 2013, DHL Express
shipped over 67,000 Me to We Artisans Water Rafiki Friend Chains to North America through Me to We,
which supplied more than 67,000 people in developing communities with a clean source of water for one
year. DHL has shipped well over 100,000 Artisans products, helping to connect over 800 Maasai mamas
to a greater market for their traditional beadwork.

Stay connected with Me to We and DHL Express Canada:
Twitter: @metowe @DHLExpressCan
Facebook: www.facebook.com/metowe
www.facebook.com/DHLExpressCanada
-30About Me to We
Me to We is an innovative social enterprise that offers socially conscious products and services, including
socially conscious and environmentally friendly clothes and accessories, as well as life-changing
international volunteer trips, leadership training programs and materials, an inspirational speakers
bureau, and books which address issues of positive social change. In addition, half of Me to We’s net
profit is donated to Free The Children, while the other half is reinvested to grow the enterprise and its
social mission. Visit www.metowe.com for more information.
About DHL Express Canada
DHL – The Logistics company for the world
DHL is the global market leader in the logistics industry and “The Logistics company for the world”. DHL
commits its expertise in international express, air and ocean freight, road and rail transportation, contract
logistics and international mail services to its customers. A global network composed of more than 220
countries and territories and about 285,000 employees worldwide offers customers superior service
quality and local knowledge to satisfy their supply chain requirements. DHL accepts its social
responsibility by supporting environmental protection, disaster management and education.
DHL is part of Deutsche Post DHL. The Group generated revenue of more than 55 billion euros in 2013.
For additional information, please contact:
Natalie Schoffer
Manager, Public Relations
Me to We
natalie.schoffer@metowe.com
416-925-5894 ext. 331
Monika Rola
Argyle Communications
mrola@argylecommunications.com
416-968-7311 ext. 240

Me to We partners with Staples and ACCO Brands to revolutionize back-to-school
shopping
– Me to We launches line of eco school supplies empowering Canadian students to send
thousands of overseas peers to school in developing communities –
– Hi-res product images, promo video and b-roll can be found here: www.metowe.com/aboutus/press/staples-epk –
Toronto, ON (June 19, 2014) – For the first time ever, students and parents across Canada have
the power to make a difference with their back-to-school purchases and help thousands of
children in Latin America, Africa and Asia receive access to education. Me to We, in partnership
with Staples and ACCO Brands, launched its first line of eco-friendly school supplies with an
impact.
Each product purchased gives a life-changing gift directly to a child or family in a Free The
Children community overseas, so they are free to learn without battling against hunger, thirst,
disease and financial restraints.
Together with hundreds of students; Free The Children co-founder Marc Kielburger; Me to We
CEO, Roxanne Joyal; VP of Merchandising at Staples, Pete Gibel; and a surprise celebrity
appearance from JRDN; Me to We will officially launch its eco-friendly line of school supplies at
Staples’ Front Street location in Toronto. The line is now available for purchase exclusively at
Staples locations across Canada or online at www.staples.ca/metowe.
Me to We’s line of school supplies extends from backpacks and lunch bags, to tablet sleeves and
notebooks, and are made from eco-friendly materials like recycled plastic bottles and postconsumer paper. As a part of Me to We’s Track Your Impact initiative, all products come with a
unique eight-digit code for buyers to track exactly where their purchase gives a life-changing gift.
Each product provides a different gift – backpacks give a student overseas school supplies for
one year; binders ensure a tree will be planted; lunch bags give a child healthy meals, and
reusable water bottles provide one year of clean drinking water for one person, among other gifts.
As Canadian students gear up for class they will also help send their peers in developing
communities to school.
“Me to We truly believes that a sustainable future starts with our everyday choices as consumers.
We’re so excited to partner with Staples and ACCO Brands who share this belief,” says Roxanne
Joyal, CEO, Me to We. “Today more than 57 million children are still denied access to education.
By engaging today’s generation of young people to make a difference with their purchases and
through the impacts behind Me to We’s line of school supplies, children overseas will have the
chance to go to school.”
“At Staples we’re committed to growing the product and brand variety in our stores,” says Pete
Gibel, VP of Merchandising, Staples Canada. “Me to We’s new line of school supplies make it
easy for our customers to access sustainable products, and drive a global mentality of
sustainability, specifically in the areas we’re most passionate about, education and
environmentalism.”
“Working with Me to We to manufacture its new product line meant a lot to us as a company,”
says Bob Hodan, President and General Manager, ACCO Brands Canada. “We couldn’t be
prouder of the eco-friendly line, and are thrilled Staples is onboard to amplify the mission of a
sustainable brand that empowers consumers to make a lasting impact with every purchase.”

Me to We school supplies come in a variety of bright colours and patterns. Consumers can
choose between vibrant colour streams, playful bursts of graphics and inspiring scripts. With
today’s youth in mind, the line is designed to take students from the classroom, to cafeteria and
through to afterschool activities. Prices range from $1.50 – $29.96 CAD. A total of 16 items have
been created in various designs for the collection by Me to We.
Also announced at today’s event is Staples’ support of a new Free The Children campaign called
We are Rafikis. Inspired by the Swahili word for "friend," the We are Rafikis campaign gives
Canadian students the opportunity to be a friend to Free The Children’s developing communities
around the world through selling beaded Rafiki Friend Chains that will help families lift themselves
out of poverty. Every Rafiki sold raises funds for Free The Children’s sustainable Adopt a Village
development model and makes a lasting impact by giving a child or family a life-changing gift,
from school supplies, to clean water, and even medical care. We are Rafikis kicks off September
2014 and educators and students will be able to pick up their Rafikis package to get started at a
Staples location near them. More information on We are Rafikis can be found here:
www.freethechildren.com/wearerafikis.
Stay connected:
@metowe @StaplesCanada @hilroycanada
www.facebook.com/metowe
www.facebook.com/StaplesCanada
Share the promo video here and check out the lookbook.
-30About Me to We
Me to We is an innovative social enterprise that offers socially conscious products and services,
including socially conscious and environmentally friendly clothes and accessories, as well as lifechanging international volunteer trips, leadership training programs and materials, an inspirational
speakers bureau, and books which address issues of positive social change. In addition, half of
Me to We’s net profit is donated to Free The Children, while the other half is reinvested to grow
the enterprise and its social mission. Visit www.metowe.com for more information.
About Staples
Staples makes it easy to make more happen with more products and more ways to shop.
Through its world-class retail, online and delivery capabilities, Staples lets customers shop
however and whenever they want, whether it's in-store, online or on mobile devices. Staples
offers more products than ever, such as technology, facilities and breakroom supplies, furniture,
safety supplies, medical supplies, and Copy and Print services. Headquartered outside of Boston
in the United States with offices in Toronto in Canada, Staples operates throughout North and
South America, Europe, Asia, Australia and New Zealand. More information about Staples
(Nasdaq: SPLS) is available atwww.staples.com and www.staples.ca.
About ACCO Brands Corporation
ACCO Brands Corporation is one of the world's largest suppliers of branded school, office and
consumer products and print finishing solutions. Our widely recognized brands include AT-AGLANCE®, Day-Timer®, Five Star®, GBC®, Hilroy®, Kensington®, Marbig, Mead®, NOBO,
Quartet®, Rexel, Swingline®, Tilibra®, Wilson Jones® and many others. We design, market and
sell products in more than 100 countries around the world. More information about ACCO Brands
can be found at www.accobrands.com.

For additional information, please contact:
Natalie Schoffer
Manager, Public Relations, Me to We
natalie.schoffer@metowe.com
416.925.5894 ext. 331
Valerie Outmezguine
Public Relations Specialist, Staples
valerie.outmezguine@staples.ca
905.737.1147 ext. 2426

Multi-platinum selling recording artist, Demi Lovato Invites Double-Amputee Spencer
West as Special Guest Speaker on World Tour
-Inspirational and charismatic, West will inspire fans talking about overcoming obstacles & redefining
what’s possible-Demi gives back on her tour by selling Limited Edition Demi Lovato Rafiki Friend Chains from East Africa
to help fund a Women’s Empowerment Center in the Maasai Mara, giving women overseas a chance at a
better life-

September 5, 2014 (Los Angeles, CA) – Announced today, Demi Lovato is adding renowned motivational
Me to We speaker, Spencer West, to join her World Tour. Double-amputee West redefines what is
possible and has inspired millions of people. He will encourage Lovato fans to never give up on their
dreams.
At age five, West lost both legs from the pelvis down and was told by doctors he would never be a
functioning member of society. In 2012, West found the inner-strength and endurance to reach the
summit of Mt. Kilimanjaro, physically climbing on his hands and in his wheelchair. This climb garnered
international media attention, raising more than half a million dollars for international charity and
educational partner, Free The Children. His thought-provoking message and spirit will inspire Lovato
fans to find opportunity in every challenge.
West met Lovato in 2012 where they shared the stage at We Day , a series of stadium-sized youth
empowerment events held across North America and the UK. Both inspired tens of thousands of young
people when they shared their personal struggles, the impact of being bullied, and how they found the
inner strength to prevail. We Day was also the launching pad for their friendship.
“I know the power of music and understand the impact it can make,” says Lovato. “I also know and
understand the power of spoken word. The first time I heard Spencer talk about his personal journey I
was moved. I couldn’t be happier that he’s joining my tour, and I know my fans will make a personal
connection with him too.”
“I am so humbled Demi asked me to be part of her World Tour,” says Spencer West. “Demi is truly
breaking ground and paving the way for celebrities and the causes they care about. To have the
opportunity to reach her fans sharing my personal story, and the work I do – well – it’s a dream come
true. She has the most devoted fans out there and sharing our message together is a huge honor.”

Last year, Spencer joined Lovato for her milestone 21st birthday on a Me to We volunteer trip in East
Africa. On the trip, Lovato helped build an X-ray clinic and then removed her gumboots to haul water
for the women living in the drought-stricken rural community. She also joined in a traditional beading
circle with Me to We Artisans Maasai Mamas. The Me to We Artisans program employs more than
1,200 Maasai Mamas, providing them with an alternative source of income so they can pursue their
dreams and support their families and communities. Meeting the Maasai Mamas moved Lovato to
create the Limited Edition Demi Lovato Rafiki Friend Chain. This piece will be sold at all tour stops for
$15 with 100 percent of the proceeds going towards Lovato’s goal to fund the building of a Women’s
Empowerment Center in Kenya. This center will provide a unique opportunity to reach women who
shoulder major household responsibilities without much (or any) formal education or skills training. The
center will offer skill training workshops aligned to local culture and traditions, will provide access to
computer labs and offer a space to accommodate local artisans who are participating in the Me to We
Artisans program giving women the autonomy and capacity to create strong economic futures for
themselves and their families.
“Throughout my tour I was looking for ways to give back. After spending time in Kenya and working
alongside the Maasai Mamas I knew I wanted to share their beadwork with my fans,” says Lovato. “My
hope is that the proceeds from the Limited Edition Demi Lovato Rafiki Friend Chain will help to continue
to empower women in Kenya, giving them a brighter future with economic independence for them and
their families.”
For more information about Demi’s World Tour, please visit: www.demilovato.com and for details on
the Demi Lovato Rafiki initiative visit www.metowe.com/demi-lovato. For photos and b-roll, please
contact Lindsey Coulter (lindsey.coulter@metowe.com).
You can follow Spencer West at the following channels: Twitter/Instagram: @Spencer2theWest.
###
For further information please contact:
Angela Burke, Derris & Company, 212-500-0810
Danielle Vitucci, Derris & Company, 212-500-0810
Lindsey Coulter, Me to We, 416-925-5894 x 331 lindsey.coulter@metowe.com
About Demi Lovato
Demi Lovato is a singer, songwriter, and television star with a fan base that includes over 24 million diehard Twitter followers and 33 million fans on Facebook. She is a platinum-selling recording artist whose
latest album, Demi, hit #1 on iTunes in over 50 countries around the world. The lead single, “Heart
Attack,” earned Platinum status just ten weeks after its launch. Demi is about to embark on her WORLD
TOUR and recently wrapped her first headlining and sold-out NEON LIGHTS TOUR, which was named
after her platinum single and Top 5 radio hit off her album, Demi. In addition to her musical
accomplishments, this past year, her book, “Staying Strong: 365 Days a Year,” became a New York Times
best-seller; she returned to television as a judge and mentor on “The X-Factor” and starred in Fox’s hit
series “Glee.” She is an outspoken advocate for young people everywhere. She has become a role
model by talking openly about her personal experiences and speaking out against bullying among other
issues. She serves as an official Ambassador for We Day and the organization Free The Children. She has
recently launched The Lovato Treatment Scholarship Program, which helps people struggling with
mental health and/or addiction issues cover the cost of treatment.

About Spencer West
After losing both legs from the pelvis down at the age of five, Spencer tackled challenge after challenge,
learning to navigate in a world set against those with disabilities. As a global speaker with Me to We, he
has captivated hundreds of thousands with his keynote address, Redefining Possible. Spencer West is
the author of the best-selling book Standing Tall: My Journey, and star of the 2012 documentary film
Redefine Possible: The Story of Spencer West. He has shared the stage with luminaries such as former
U.S. vice-president Al Gore, Dr. Jane Goodall, Rick Hansen, Mia Farrow, Martin Sheen, Martin Luther
King III, former president Mikhail Gorbachev, and musicians such as Demi Lovato, Macklemore and
Ryan, Jason Mraz, The Kenyan Boys Choir, Jennifer Hudson and Nelly Furtado. Spencer has been
featured countless times in the media, including on 60 Minutes, ABC News, BBC, CNN, CTV and TMZ.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Me to We Artisans Launches Atelier, a New High-End Line That’s Changing the World
- The collection provides sustainable income for the women creating the line, while each piece provides
school supplies for girls in Kenya - Atelier is available on shop.metowe.com and at Holt Renfrew as part of H Project- Hi-res images and product information found here -

Toronto, ON (May 21, 2015) – Me to We Artisans is excited to announce the launch of Atelier, a line of
high-end jewellery and handbags supporting women’s empowerment. Atelier is part of Holt Renfew’s H
Project titled Uncrate Africa. With every purchase of a hand-made Atelier product, a girl in Kenya
receives the gift of education, providing her with the tools to create a brighter future. Every piece is also
handcrafted by a female artisan in Kenya, empowering her to earn a sustainable income and support her
family. Atelier is available online and at Holt Renfrew stores in Toronto, Calgary and Vancouver.

Atelier celebrates the traditional beading skills passed down by generations of women in Kenya through
beautiful handmade jewellery that reflects Kenyan culture. Each piece is designed with rare, locally
hand-picked materials like ostrich shells and vintage trade beads to create a unique and beautiful
collection.
“I am thrilled to launch Atelier, our first line of high-end products that not only look great in your
wardrobe, but make a huge impact in the lives of women in developing communities,” said Roxanne
Joyal, CEO, Me to We. “The impact of Artisans resides not only in economic benefit, it is also a means of
encouraging leadership and positively affecting the community on a larger scale.”
Atelier is designed by Me to We Artisans’ in-house designer, Kessa Laxton, who has managed to fuse
the spirit of Kenyan culture with the style of today’s fashionable woman to create timeless pieces that
make a big impact.

All products are part of Me to We’s Track Your Impact program, whereby each item purchased gives a
life-changing gift to a child or family in a Free The Children developing community overseas. All
products come with a link to Trackyourimpact.com where consumers can track exactly in what country
and community their gift was given.
-30About Me to We
Me to We is an innovative social enterprise that offers socially conscious products and services,
including socially conscious and environmentally friendly clothes and accessories, as well as lifechanging international volunteer trips, leadership training programs and materials, an inspirational
speakers bureau, and books which address issues of positive social change. In addition, half of Me to
We’s net profit is donated to Free The Children, while the other half is reinvested to grow the enterprise
and its social mission. Visit http://www.metowe.com for more information.
About Me to We Artisans
In 2010, Me to We Artisans’ founder, Roxanne Joyal, was inspired to create a line of original accessories
after witnessing talented female beaders forced to travel daily to small tourist markets flooded with
similar products, where they would sometimes sell their intricate beadwork at a loss. Today, Me to We
Artisans has enabled the mamas to earn twice as much as before—without giving up their traditional way
of life. To date over 1,200 Kenyan mamas are employed with Me to We Artisans, made up of 34
independent beading groups, spanning 14 communities.
For more information please contact:
Lindsey Coulter
Public Relations and Publicity, Me to We
Lindsey.Coulter@metowe.com
647-390-4841

Me to We teams up with Staples and ACCO Brands to help shoppers change the world
with back-to-school gear that gives back
– The cast of Degrassi goes back to the classroom in world-changing style –
– Me to We’s line of school supplies empower North American students to make a life-changing impact in communities
overseas –
Toronto, ON (August 11, 2015) – This fall, Me to We, along with the cast of the hit TV series Degrassi, want students
and parents across North America to have the opportunity to make a world of difference with their back-to-school
purchases.
Me to We, Staples and ACCO Brands have teamed up to create an inspiring and colorful line of school supplies that
make a positive impact in the lives of children in developing communities around the world. Select cast members from
Degrassi will be supporting this meaningful partnership with an exciting behind the scenes video of their back to school
photo shoot.
Available at Staples both in Canada and select stores in the United States, this innovative product line features
everything from backpacks to lunch bags, water bottles to notebooks. Each product gives a gift to a child or family in a
Free The Children community overseas, so they are free to learn without being held back by hunger, thirst, disease or
financial restraints. As part of Me to We’s Track Your Impact initiative, all products come with a code for buyers to track
exactly where their purchase has made an impact. Each product gives a different gift – water bottles and storage
pouches give clean water to one person; backpacks give school supplies to a student overseas; notebooks and journals
give a health care to a child.

Click here to go behind the scenes of Degrassi’s photo shoot learn more about Me to We’s back-to-school line.
By buying a Me to We product at Staples, consumers can make a purchase with even deeper meaning. Each product
from Me to We’s line of school supplies are made from eco-friendly materials like recycled plastic bottles and postconsumer paper.
“Giving consumers better choices for a better world is at the very heart of Me to We, which is why we’re so excited to
work with Staples and ACCO Brands, two companies that are passionate about education,” said Craig Kielburger, cofounder of Me to We. “There are over 58 million primary-aged children who aren’t in school. By making a purchase with
meaning, today’s young people are empowering children around the world with the tools they need to learn, grow and
break the cycle of poverty.”

With today’s youth in mind, the line is designed to take students from the classroom, to cafeteria and through to
afterschool activities. Me to We school supplies come in a variety of bright and on-trend colors and patterns. Consumers
can purchase the line online and in Staples stores in Canada and the US.
Stay connected:
#trackyourimpact
@metowe
Facebook.com/metowe
Instagram.com/metowe
-30About Me to We
www.metowe.com
About Staples US
www.staples.com
About Staples Canada
www.staples.ca
About ACCO Brands
www.accobrands.com

For additional information, please contact:
Laura Kucharchuk
Public Relations, Me to We
PR@metowe.com
416.925.5894 ext. 783

Fossil announces collaboration to empower
women with social enterprise ME to WE
March 3, 2016 - Fossil and ME to WE have combined creative forces to launch an
exclusive accessories collection that supports both brands’ efforts to unleash the
potential of female artisans around the world. The Fossil x ME to WE collaboration,
created in partnership with Fossil designers and artisans in Kenya, or Mamas, is a
robust collection of color, craftsmanship, and one-of-a-kind artisanal jewelry.
Using art forms passed down from mothers to future generations, these women are
building a future for themselves and their families. Fossil and ME to WE encourage
consumers to make a difference and learn about their impact through the purchase
of this accessory collection made for (and by) moms. This capsule collection will be
available at select Fossil stores in the US, Europe and Asia, and online at Fossil.com
and MetoWe.com in April 2016.
As part of ME to WE’s Track Your Impact initiative, all products come with a code for
buyers to track exactly where and how their purchase has made a difference. Each ME
to WE product sold at Fossil stores provides female artisans financial literacy and
leadership training tools whereby each woman is able to build her savings, support
her family, and gain a voice as a leader in her community. Through financial literacy
and leadership training, these women build the skills and confidence to empower
their families and community to break the cycle of poverty.
The line sheet and press release with full details on the collaboration can be
found in the attached press kit. The collection will feature an assortment of
beaded bracelets, necklaces, bag charms, watchstraps, and ME to WE’s
signature Rafiki bracelets. Full assortment pictured below:

Timing: April 2016
Availability:
Fossil.com,
MetoWe.com and
select Fossil stores in
the US, Europe and
Asia
Pricing: $10-$75
High-Resolution
Images: Available for
download via the link
here:
https://we.tl/ltUSpl9rYh

About Fossil - Fossil is an American watch and lifestyle brand inspired by all things
curious. Since 1984, we’ve been a creative collaborative focused on authentic design,
craftsmanship, and storytelling. Fossil has grown to offer watches, bags, jewelry,
eyewear, and most recently wearables. With more than 400 retail stores, 4,000
wholesale locations and 13,000 employees worldwide, passion drives our curiosity and
inspires us to always ask “what’s next?”
About ME to WE - ME to WE is an innovative social enterprise that provides products
that make an impact, empowering people to change the world with their everyday
consumer choices. ME to WE measures the bottom line by the people empowered and
the lives transformed. Every purchase gives a life-changing gift to a child or family in
Free The Children’s partner communities, from school supplies to health care to
alternative income opportunities and more.
PR CONTACTS
Gina Folin
PR, PaulWilmotCommunications
gfolin@paulwilmot.com
D: 1-212-206-7447
Vanessa Morcom
PR, ME to WE
Vanessa.morcom@metowe.com
M: 1-647-407-4570

Embargo: Not for publication until February 16, 2016

DAVIDsTEA Inc. Partners with ME to WE to Give Clean Water
MONTRÉAL, February 16, 2016/ (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) – DAVIDsTEA Inc. (NASDAQ:DTEA) (the “Company”
or “DAVIDsTEA”) is pleased to announce its partnership with ME to WE—an innovative social enterprise
that supports the work of charity partner Free The Children. By joining this global movement, the
Company hopes to empower people with their everyday consumer choices.
DAVIDsTEA, in collaboration with ME to WE, has created a collection of ME to WE tea and tea-related
accessories to contribute to creating a better world. Available at davidstea.com, all DAVIDsTEA locations
across North America, and metowe.com, every purchase of DAVIDsTEA product from the ME to WE
collection will contribute to giving clean water to a child in a developing community in Kenya. Why
Kenya? By building wells, giving access to clean drinking water and improved sanitation, Free the
Children directly gives back to one of the biggest tea producing countries in the world.
“Everyone at DAVIDsTEA is so excited to be working with ME to WE, and we are inspired by the positive
impact we can have in developing communities in Kenya. Our goal for the collaboration is to provide a
source of clean water for people in these communities. As a tea company, the issue of clean water is
close to our hearts, and we feel this is a meaningful initiative for DAVIDsTEA to be part of,” said David
Segal, Co-founder and Brand Ambassador of DAVIDsTEA. “We are proud to support an organization like
ME to WE whose values and mission we truly believe in.”
“We are impressed by ME to WE as a social enterprise, and are thrilled to help make an impact by
empowering both our staff and our consumers to take part in this initiative,” said Sylvain Toutant,
President and CEO of DAVIDsTEA. “This collaboration symbolizes how we at DAVIDsTEA can continue to
infuse people’s lives with joy, one sip of tea at a time.”
DAVIDsTEA’s new ME to WE collection will include a co-branded travel mug and an exclusive new ME to
WE tea with pineapple, hibiscus, figs and cranberries. This fruity, all-natural blend is a caffeine-free treat
that should be popular with tea lovers of all ages. Each purchase will help to bring clean water to those
in need by contributing to Free The Children’s sustainable development work in Kenya. As part of ME to
WE’s Track Your Impact initiative, all products come with a code for buyers to track exactly where and
how their purchase has made an impact.
“ME to WE believes that a sustainable future starts with our everyday choices. We’re so excited to spark
a wave of change with DAVIDsTEA,” said Roxanne Joyal, CEO, ME to WE. “By engaging consumers to
make a difference with their purchases, we’ll be providing permanent access to clean water for people
around the world. Our partnership goal aims to see a shift in consumer thinking, from ‘me’ to acting for
‘we.’ Whether sharing kind words over a cup of tea, volunteering in your community, or buying products
that makes a difference - WE can empower each other to make a difference in our day-to-day choices.”
Stay connected:
#metowemoment @DAVIDsTEA

Embargo: Not for publication until February 16, 2016

About DAVIDsTEA
DAVIDsTEA is a fast-growing branded beverage company, offering a differentiated selection of
proprietary loose-leaf teas, pre-packaged teas, tea sachets and tea-related gifts and accessories. As of
January 7, 2016, the Company owned and operated 193 DAVIDsTEA stores throughout the United States
and Canada. The Company is headquartered in Montréal, Canada.
Can’t make it to a store? Shop around the clock at davidstea.com
For more information:
Marjorie Roux
Public Relations Manager
DAVIDsTEA
Tel: 1-877-848-6286
m.roux@davidstea.com

About ME to WE
ME to WE is an innovative social enterprise that provides products that make an impact, empowering
people to change the world with their everyday consumer choices. ME to WE measures the bottom line
by the people empowered and the lives transformed. Every purchase gives a life-changing gift to a child
or family in Free The Children’s partner communities, from school supplies to health care to alternative
income opportunities and more. For more information visit metowe.com.
For more information:
Vanessa Morcom
Public Relations Specialist
ME to WE
Tel: 647-407-4570
vanessa.morcom@metowe.com

Global Charity Free The Children and Social Enterprise ME to WE Celebrate New Brand – WE
--New brand marks milestone for 21-year-old organization as it looks forward to creating a greater global
impact-TORONTO, ON (July 20, 2016) – Today, after more than two decades of growth, global charity Free The
Children and its social enterprise partner ME to WE reinvent themselves under the umbrella brand of “WE”.
Uniting people to live WE and providing the tools needed to actively address pressing local and global issues,
the organizations have already inspired millions to change the world while developing a successful, sustainable
model. As Free The Children and ME to WE’s work evolved and expanded to achieve greater transformative
outcomes, so did the organization’s look and feel. Guided by the governance of both the Free The Children and
ME to WE separately structured boards of directors and the vision of its co-founders, Craig and Marc Kielburger,
James Powell, the organization’s Head of Brand and brand expert Stanley Hainsworth, CCO of Tether – which
was the agency of record on the project – the charity, social enterprise and movement has reinvented itself as
WE.
“I started this organization when I was 12-years-old and now we find ourselves at an exciting new chapter in our
21-year journey,” said Craig Kielburger, co-founder of WE. “With millions of passionate change-makers involved
in our programs, we have come to the exciting decision that now is the right time to evolve and elevate our
brand to WE. This brand update will provide the opportunity to more powerfully follow through on our mission to
empower people to change the world through our work at home, abroad and through our social enterprise.”
"WE has always been part of who we are; part of our culture, and now our brand truly embodies the concept of
WE. Working with the team at Tether, we’ve streamlined our family of organizations under one dynamic brand
that furthers our mission of empowering people to change the world both domestically and internationally,” said
James Powell, WE Global Head of Brand. Powell’s 20-year marketing career has seen him lead teams and
work to build successful brands like Virgin Mobile, Nike, TELUS, Kobo and more. “We tell stories that empower
and inspire change and now, with a unified look, tone and feel we’re able to do that in a more powerful way.”
“All brands tell a story and I feel so privileged to work with WE and have the opportunity to help tell this one. A
good brand is one that engages you and has heart – WE is exactly that,” said Stanley Hainsworth, CCO of
Tether. Hainsworth is a branding expert, having written the “brand books” that define Starbucks, Nike and
LEGO®. “The world needs a big idea to rally around and I think the brand image that WE has created will
resonate with people and make them feel welcome.”
The brand evolution was developed in step with guidance and engagement with the organizations’ outside
advisors, legal experts and the Free The Children and ME to WE Boards of Directors. Through their expertise
they played an integral governance role ensuring the brand work achieved the outcome of a dynamic reinvented
brand that meets the highest of governance standards, including maintaining a clear separation between the
financial structure of the charitable and social enterprise divisions of WE.
“We are fortunate to have a dynamic, dedicated and experienced Board of Directors to help us further our
mission, ensure the highest values and integrity of the organization and are always on a path striving to be
better, said Michelle Douglas, Director, International Relations at the Department of Justice Canada and Chair
of WE Charity’s North American Board of Directors. “We are excited to see the amplification of WE come to life
and the impact of our work continue to grow under the umbrella of our reinvented brand.”

So, what is WE?
WE is a movement that brings people together and gives them the tools to change the world. A unique family of
organizations, WE is made up of two divisions: WE Charity and ME to WE social enterprise, which empower
people to make a difference at home and globally. The celebration of that change happens at WE Day –
inspiring stadium-sized life-changing events that take place around the world.


WE Charity is the charitable division of WE empowering change with resources that create sustainable
impact. This is done through the charity’s domestic programming like WE Schools and internationally
through the sustainable development model, Free The Children’s WE Villages
Domestically, over 2.4 million students live WE at school by being engaged in service learning
through the WE Schools program and campaigns.
Through free educational resources and service campaigns, students further their curricular
learning and develop the life skills for success including academic engagement, civic
engagement and workplace readiness.
Over 10,000 schools, tens of thousands of educators and hundreds of thousands of students
are thriving in the WE Schools program across North America and the U.K.
Internationally, the organization’s holistic and sustainable international development model,
Free The Children’s WE Villages, works in eight developing countries to deliver five Pillars of
Impact to partner communities: education, water, healthcare, food, and alternate income
opportunities. To date, WE Charity has built more than 1,000 schools and school rooms, giving
200,000 children the opportunity to gain an education, helping families break the cycle of
poverty and empowering communities to help themselves.



ME to WE Social Enterprise creates socially conscious products and experiences that allow people to
do good through their everyday choices. These products and services include handmade ME to WE
artisans accessories, ME to WE trips and ME to We leadership programming. Half of all ME to WE
profits are donated to support WE Charity, while the other half is reinvested to grow the mission of the
social enterprise. ME to WE is a fully transparent model backed by its Track Your Impact promise. The
positive impact of products and experiences can be traced to the Free The Children’s WE Villages
partner community where it was delivered.
In 2015 ME to WE was certified as the 150th B Corporation in Canada. Certified B Corporations™ are
leaders of a global movement of people using business as a force for good™. As a Certified B Corp,
ME to WE voluntarily meets rigorous standards of overall social and environmental performance,
transparency and accountability.



WE Day is the manifestation of the WE movement. People coming together, filling stadiums around the
globe to experience the greatest classroom in the world for a full day, live event. You can’t buy a ticket
to WE Day. You earn your entry by taking action on one local and one global cause. WE Day brings
together world-renowned speakers and award-winning performers with millions of young people and
families to celebrate and inspire another year of incredible change. Through live webcasts in school

gyms and national primetime broadcasts in multiple countries, WE Day proves that together, WE will
change the world.
Anyone can find their place within the WE movement. Whether you are a parent looking for support in raising
caring and compassionate children or an employee looking to empower a kinder more engaged workplace, WE
offers programs and experiences that encourage people to live WE at home, at work or for themselves.
Learn more about the WE movement at www.we.org.
-30For more information, please contact:
Alison Clarke
Director Public Relations and Publicity
1-416-706-3652
Alison.Clarke@we.org

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The Travel Corporation’s Family of Brands and the TreadRight Foundation Celebrates World
Tourism Day by Announcing Global Partnership with ME to WE
Toronto – September 27, 2016 - The Travel Corporation and six of it award-winning brands including Trafalgar, Contiki
Holidays, Insight Vacations, Uniworld Boutique River Cruise Collection, Lion World Travel, African Travel and the
TreadRight Foundation celebrate on World Tourism Day the launch of their global partnership with ME to WE by
offering immersive volunteer trips for all generations, worldwide. In partnership with ME to WE, travellers have a
unique opportunity to visit three iconic destinations: India, the Ecuadorian Amazon and Kenya.
In conjunction with The Travel Corporation’s six brands’ guided vacations, luxury river cruises and safaris, guests can
book ME to WE Immersive Volunteer Trip extensions on upcoming set departure dates or, as a requested custom trip in
these three spectacular destinations. As part of the culturally immersive experience, travellers will stay among local
communities in comfortable lodges, fully owned and operated by ME to WE. All meals, ground transfers, transportation
and local sightseeing excursions hosted by an expert facilitator are included.
“Through our non-profit TreadRight Foundation, we have been working to create a positive impact to promote
sustainable tourism worldwide, with carefully selected partners and projects and some of the numerous local
communities we visit.” said Brett Tollman, Chief Executive of The Travel Corporation. “Many of our travellers are open
to experiencing meaningful travel with unforgettable, moving experiences. We are therefore very excited to be
supporting ME to WE’s outstanding immersive volunteer trips, which we will help promote with our 10,000 team
members across the globe and with the involvement of our loyal travel partners globally.”
Each ME to WE Trip takes place in a community where ME to WE’s renowned charitable partner puts its 20-year history
of holistic, sustainable development to work through its WE Villages program. What makes ME to WE Trips even more
world changing is that half of ME to WE’s net profits are donated to its charitable partner—helping travellers make an
even bigger impact on the community travellers visit. The other half is reinvested to grow the enterprise and its social
mission.
“What makes ME to WE Trips unique is that travellers have the opportunity to contribute to sustainable development
work, which has a 20 year history impact and we are so pleased to be partnering with The Travel Corporation along
with the committed support of their involved brands – Trafalgar, Insight Vacations, Uniworld Boutique River Cruises,
Contiki Holidays, Lion World and African Travel.” said Craig Kielburger, co-founder of WE. “The work of the WE Villages
development program has been able to build more than 1,000 schools and school rooms in our partner communities,
giving 200,000 children the opportunity to gain an education, has provided over 1 million people with access to clean
water, and our immersive volunteer trips have been a huge part of making that happen. Travelling with ME to WE is
more than a trip. It’s a way to live WE – coming together to learn from each other and make the world a better place,
because we are stronger together.”

On a journey to Ecuador, travellers will enjoy a rainforest adventure in the Amazon jungle at ME to WE’s Minga Lodge
and join community members to work on a sustainable development project while learning about the indigenous Kichwa
culture. They will also be invited to the home of a local shaman to experience a traditional cleansing ceremony and
blessing. In vibrant India, guests will stay at Araveli Cottages and Tented Camp in Rajasthan, surrounded by the pinkhued Aravalli Mountains. Travellers will have the chance to help local women collect water for their families, learn to
make chapatti bread or build a classroom for future generations. In Kenya, guests will stay at Bogani Cottages and
Tented Camp in the Maasai Mara. They will join the women of the Maasai and Kispigis communities to learn the craft of
beading, a tradition passed down through generations that empowers these women to earn a sustainable income to
provide for their families.
“Giving people better choices for a better world is at the very heart of ME to WE, which is why we’re so excited to
partner with The Travel Corporation,” said Roxanne Joyal, CEO of ME to WE. “When you take a ME to WE Trip, you not
only work in partnership with local community members, you also immerse yourself in a new culture, foster genuine
connections and see the world through a new lens. It’s travel with a purpose."
The ME to WE travel team will handle any volunteer trip extension inquiries and all custom ME to WE Immersive
Volunteer Trip bookings. Travellers can view these Travel Corporation trips at:
www.trafalgar.com/metowe
www.contiki.com/contikicares/me-to-we.html
www.lionworldtravel.com/safari/me-to-we-kenya
www.africantravelin.com/safari/me-to-we-kenya

About The Travel Corporation:
The Travel Corporation is a highly successful international travel group of 30 award-winning brands including Trafalgar, Insight Vacations, Contiki
Holidays, Red Carnation Hotels and Uniworld Boutique River Cruise Collection. The Travel Corporation’s guiding principle is one of providing the most
enjoyable, enriching, high quality travel experiences for its travelers across the globe.
About TreadRight:
Created as a joint initiative between The Travel Corporation’s family of brands, the TreadRight Foundation is a not-for-profit working to ensure the
environment and communities we visit remain vibrant for generations to come. To date, TreadRight has supported more than 35 sustainable tourism
projects worldwide. The Foundation’s guiding principle is to encourage sustainable tourism development through conservation, leadership and
support for communities. Foundation priorities are set by the Steering Committee, which includes sustainability leaders like Céline Cousteau and
Costas Christ.
TreadRight’s past project partners include WWF, Conservation International and The National Trust in the UK. Current initiatives include sponsoring
the National Geographic Society’s inaugural “World Legacy Awards,” and inspiring wildlife advocates like Terri Irwin.
To learn more about our past and current work at TreadRight, please visit us at treadright.org.

Media Contact
Marie Anne MacRae
Global VP, Strategic Partnerships
The Travel Corporation
33 Kern Road, Toronto, ON M3B 1S9
T 416-915-7016
E marieanne.macrae@ttc.com

Model and Activist Winnie Harlow Teams Up with ME to WE for Launch of Semi-Precious
Jewelry Collection
Ethically Sourced Collection Launches Today
Every Purchase of a ME to WE Semiprecious Accessory Makes an Impact in a Developing Community

New York – April 5, 2017 – ME to WE, an innovative social enterprise that produces socially conscious
products enabling people to do good through their everyday purchases, unveils their latest jewelry collection
with model and ME to WE goodwill ambassador, Winnie Harlow. Handmade with love by female artisans
in Kenya, each piece from the new ME to WE semiprecious collection makes a difference in the life of
someone in a developing community.
Available for purchase at WE.org and in-store exclusively at Bloomingdale’s, the ethically-sourced and
crafted-with-a -purpose collection, boasting semi-precious stones, is handmade by over 1,400 women in
Kenya. Using traditional skills passed down through generations, each handcrafted piece celebrates
heritage art forms and provides female artisans with an income and the support to become a respected
voice in the community. “Every piece tells a story of empowerment and a commitment to creating with
kindness,” said Kessa Laxton, ME to WE Jewelry designer.
This past summer, Winnie Harlow travelled with ME to WE to Kenya’s Maasai Mara region where she
immersed herself in the community and learned about its customs, including an opportunity to join Kenyan
mamas in a traditional beading circle at ME to WE’s Women’s Empowerment Centre. While sitting with the
mamas, Winnie experienced their strength as a group and saw its ripple effect in the community seeing
firsthand that with a sustainable income, each woman can support her family and become a pillar of her
community.
“My experience in Kenya was incredibly inspirational and life-changing,” said Winnie Harlow. “Walking with
the Mamas and getting to experience their everyday life was like nothing I’ve ever done before. Seeing how
empowered these women were and how much the entire community felt like a family was beautiful and
something I’ll never forget. Every time I wear ME to WE, I’m brought back to my time in Kenya and proud
to be a part of this journey.”
ME to WE is part of the WE, an organization that brings people together and giving them the tools to change
the world locally and globally, achieving transformative outcomes for themselves and others. ME to WE
creates socially-conscious products and experiences including handmade ME to WE Artisans accessory
pieces, like the new semi-precious collection, and ME to WE immersive volunteer trips.
The timeless collection expresses positive intentions, telling the story of empowerment and compassion,
centered around five semi-precious stones available in bracelet, convertible wrap and choker styles. Each
stone is tied to pillar of impact—every purchase provides communities overseas with resources to help lift
themselves out of poverty.
SODALITE – Creativity & Truth – provides families overseas with access to clean water
AMETHYST – Strength & Prosperity – supports communities with economic opportunity to for women and
their families

ROSE QUARTZ – Love & Caring – supports healthcare for women, children and families
AVENTURINE – Growth & New Life – provides food and agriculture resources to communities
BLACK JASPER – Strength & Positivity – helps provide boys and girls with access to education
The semi-precious collection symbolizes ME to WE’s commitment to working with ethical suppliers on a
global level. In order to ensure the stones are ethically sourced, ME to WE partnered with Columbia Gem
House, a world leader in supplying ethically-sourced precious and semi-precious stones. Through their
innovative tracing system, Columbia Gem House knows exactly where the stones are mined, cut and
polished and trace them until they are in ME to WE’s hands.
The collection, which ranges in price from $35-50, is available starting today at Bloomingdales Stores
Nationwide, Bloomingdales.com and shop.metowe.com.
###
ME to WE Contact information:
Vanessa.morcom@we.org
+1-647-407-4570
Alina.Hauptman@we.org
+1-917-623-0585
About ME to WE:
ME to WE creates socially conscious products and experiences that allow people to do good through their
everyday choices. These products and experiences include handmade ME to WE artisans accessories, ME
to WE immersive volunteer trips and ME to WE leadership programming. Half of all ME to WE's profits are
donated to support WE Charity, while the other half is reinvested to grow the mission of the social enterprise.
ME to WE is a fully transparent model backed by its Track Your Impact promise. The positive impact of
products and experiences can be traced to a WE Villages partner community where it was delivered. Learn
more at metowe.com.
ME to WE is part of WE—an organization that brings people together and gives them the tools to change
the world. ME to WE was founded in 2009 by humanitarians, activists and social entrepreneurs, Craig and
Marc Kielburger and Roxanne Joyal. Learn more at WE.org.

WE Charity to Announce First-Ever Sock Collaboration with Friendship
Socks
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: NOVEMBER 28, 2017
Friendship Socks is proud to announce its first ever charity collaboration in partnership with WE
Charity to create two limited edition pairs of socks with 50% of profits going to benefit children’s
education in Kenya.
Friendship Socks, the social sock gifting company that lets you send a gift through social media,
is dedicated to connecting friends around the world to make a positive impact. This collaboration
with WE Charity is an opportunity for both brands to enact change and inspire consumers to
send a gift that gives back this season.
Launching online in November 2017, the brand collaboration will span the holiday season and
the new year. The limited-run styles will also be available as a gift with purchase to the first 50
customers that visit the WE Store at CF Toronto Eaton Centre or CF Rideau Centre. This brick
and mortar launch will introduce the product over the holiday season for customers shopping in
store.
The first collaboration collection will feature classic styles by the Friendship Socks design team
that integrate elements of WE’s branding. There will be two sock options available in cream and
navy blue.
“At Friendship Socks, we couldn't be more proud to partner with a charity like WE that shares in
so many of our core values. Working closely together on this project to impact the lives of
children in Kenya is a dream of ours, and I think the unique sock styles reflect that,” said
Friendship Socks Co-Founder Marc Herman.
“This holiday season, we are delighted and grateful to collaborate with Friendship Socks, to
connect friends around the world, while creating positive change in the lives of others" said
Craig Kielburger, co-founder of WE. “Together, we are celebrating the holidays in a unique way,
creating lasting memories with friends both near and afar, and most importantly, supporting the
education of children in Kenya.”

The socks will be exclusively sold online at www.friendshipsocks.com. Customers can choose
to buy a pair for themselves and give a pair to a friend, or simply gift a pair.
This is the first of many future collaborations between WE Charity and Friendship Socks, and
the two organizations are seeking an ongoing partnership for social change.
ABOUT FRIENDSHIP SOCKS
Friendship Socks is a social sock gifting platform. By utilizing social media, Friendship Socks
lets you connect and send a gift to friends anywhere in the world. They're not your average sock
brand. Friendship Socks was founded to make a positive difference in people's lives by
connecting friends around the world. Friendship Socks are sold exclusively online at
www.friendshipsocks.com
ABOUT WE
WE Charity is part of WE - a family of organizations making doing good, doable. WE is made up
of WE Charity, empowering domestic and international change, ME to WE, a social enterprise
that creates socially conscious products and experiences to help support the charity, and WE
Day, filling stadiums around the world with the greatest celebration of social good. WE enables
youth and families to better the world – supporting 2,500+ local and global causes by
volunteering millions of hours of service, shopping daily with an impact, and raising millions of
dollars that directly benefit their local communities and the world. Globally, our teams in Asia,
Africa, and Latin America have provided more than 1 million people with clean water, built 1,000
schools and schoolrooms overseas, and empowered more than 200,000 children with access to
education. WE was founded more than 20 years ago by social entrepreneurs, brothers Craig
and Marc Kielburger. Join the movement today at WE.org.

Contact: Marc Herman
Cell Phone: (778) 855 5703
Email: marc@friendshipsocks.com
Website: www.friendshipsocks.com
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As part of WE Schools program, students contribute to their community and a better world through
service-learning.
INTERVIEWS

TREASURE & BOND + WE: A GIVEBACK PROGRAM
YOU CAN TRACK
By Solvie Karlstrom on May 14, 2018
Built into the mission of the Treasure & Bond brand is the promise to donate 2.5% of net sales to charity, a promise
that delivered a $1 million donation to YWCA (USA and Canada) in 2017 and has directed more than $2.4 million to
charities since 2014. This year, Treasure & Bond is collaborating with WE Charity to support programs empowering
young people. WE Charity is the donation arm of WE—a family of organizations making doing good doable—and is
supported by ME to WE, a social enterprise that creates socially conscious products and experiences. Partnering with
WE not only helps Treasure & Bond give back to programs working for a better future, but it gives customers unique
insight into the charitable impact of their purchases through ME to WE’s Track Your Impact tool.

https://blogs.nordstrom.com/fashion/treasure-bond-we-empowering-kids-for-an-empowered-future/
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It’s a partnership to be proud of, for sure. For more info on this collaboration, we spoke with two women instrumental
in bringing it all together: Nordstrom Product Group president Jennifer Jackson Brown and ME to WE CEO Roxanne
Joyal. Here’s what they said.
Jen, why did NPG decide to partner with WE Charities for 2018?
Jen: The connection point for us was when we asked ourselves “What do we care about as a company? What is our
strategy around philanthropy and giving back?” Well, it’s empowering youth and women, and so each charity that we
have picked along this journey has been around empowering youth. That’s why this time we’ve picked WE to partner
with, because that’s a big part of what they do, too.

THE HOTTEST SUNGLASSES AT
SYDNEY FASHION WEEK

Students participating in a WE Schools action campaign to help end homelessness in their community.
But this isn’t the first time Nordstrom has worked with WE, right?
Jen: Right. We started our relationship with WE five years ago in our BP. department. They have a part of their
organization called ME to WE, which is a social enterprise, and they were selling these $10 bracelets made by women
in Kenya. The WE organization was helping to teach those women a skill so they could contribute to their families,

GET THE HUM GLOW WITH ONE
VITAMIN AND YUMMY RECIPES

which ultimately contributed to their village. We carried the bracelet in our store, and our customers, especially our
young customers, were really responding to it because it had a give-back element, and it could be tracked. So, if a
customer bought this bracelet, they could go online and see, for example, that their purchase gave pencils to a school
in Kenya, or clean water for a village.
Roxanne: The Rafiki bracelet! Beads on stretch chord. You carried it for a number of years and it was a huge success. I
think people liked being reminded of the impact that they’d made. And so, from the Rafiki bracelets and our really
positive collaboration came discussions around this opportunity to work with Treasure & Bond to create domestic
impact as well.

https://blogs.nordstrom.com/fashion/treasure-bond-we-empowering-kids-for-an-empowered-future/
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WHAT TO WEAR TO A SUMMER
WEDDING: FLORAL DRESSES
A group of young teens gather to create action plans. By volunteering and taking action on issues in their
community, this group is developing leadership skills and becoming empowered to create lasting change.
Jen: Customers kept telling us that they loved the idea of understanding where the money was going more
transparently. WE gives us the tools to deliver that transparency, to give to local communities where customers are
buying our product, and to support the causes that are important to them.
Roxanne: That’s Jen being humble. It’s such a joy to work with her and her team. Nordstrom is all about servicing and
anticipating the needs of their guests, and it was very important to them to choose an impact that would really
resonate with their customers.

AFRICAN BOTANICS SAVES YOUR
SKIN AND NATURE

THE LATEST

Vicarious Vacation: Our Print Director’s Trip
to Iceland
Treasure & Bond + WE: A Giveback Program
You Can Track
Find Your Fit | Pop-In@Nordstrom de Soleil
WE Schools challenges young people to identify the local and global issues that spark their passion and
empowers them with the tools to take action.

New York Street-Style Stars to Watch
The Weekend Guide: November 20-22

Would you say that ultimately this is a collaboration that puts the power to make an impact into the customer’s
hands?
Jen: That’s exactly right. And to add to that, WE’s platform is based on empowerment, and so they’ve seen success
when they can actually move out of a community that they’ve helped and move on to a new one. And they approach
their North American platform the same way, which is to give kids different tools to empower them to contribute to
their society. That’s what we love about it.
Sounds like a recipe for progress—especially with today’s kids.

https://blogs.nordstrom.com/fashion/treasure-bond-we-empowering-kids-for-an-empowered-future/
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Roxanne: If there’s one thing I take a tremendous amount of heart in, it’s the investment that Treasure & Bond is
making in young people right now. I think it’s pretty remarkable because young people have been at the forefront of
all these various social movements, right? So, I would say, if we talk about the appropriateness of the choice that
Treasure & Bond has made, I think that we can all say that it’s chosen wisely.

Left: Nordstrom Product Group (NPG) President Jennifer Jackson Brown | Right: ME to WE CEO Roxanne
Joyal
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
AUGEO FORMS PARTNERSHIP WITH SOCIAL ENTERPRISE ME TO WE
Innovative caused-based program enables millions to convert loyalty currency into social good
St. Paul, MN – (March 26, 2019) Augeo announced today an exclusive partnership with ME to
WE, a social enterprise that creates socially conscious products and experiences to help support
WE charity. From its headquarters in Toronto, CA, ME to WE enables people to do good through
their everyday choices. As the leading engagement and loyalty company in the U.S. serving
employees, customers, and members, Augeo runs programs for over 30 million people around
the world.
The partnership will mean hundreds of loyalty programs running on the Augeo platform will offer
new ways to convert points or other forms of loyalty currency into life-changing impacts in
developing communities in Africa, South America and Asia. Current programs provide access to
clean water, education, health, food security, and economic opportunity. “Micro-giving
opportunities open an exciting new channel for motivating engagement and fostering loyalty.
Traditionally, loyalty rewards have been largely transactional. Our partnership with ME to WE
will enable us to connect with people in very meaningful ways. Loyalty points will now be able to
change lives. Even very small contributions when aggregated create big opportunities for those
less fortunate”, said David Kristal, Augeo CEO.
"Every day women and children around the world spend more than 200 million hours fetching
water, often from contaminated sources," says Craig Kielburger, Co-Founder, WE. "Access to
clean water is one of the most fundamental and fastest ways to help lift a community out of
poverty – it reduces illness, helps girls to go to school, and leads to stronger agricultural practices.
Thanks to Augeo's support, redeeming points can change the life of a child, a mother, a family,
or an entire community.
ME to WE’s charitable partner, WE Charity, empowers communities to lift themselves out of
poverty through a holistic, sustainable international development model. In partnership with
local communities in nine countries, WE Charity implements a five-pillar development model
designed to achieve sustainable change. Together with local leaders and families, lives are
transformed with solutions that are adaptive, effective, and sustained long term by the
community itself. To date, WE Charity has provided more than 1 million people with clean water,
built more than 1,500 schools and school rooms. Programs have provided 200,000 children the
opportunity to gain an education, helped families break the cycle of poverty, and empowered
communities to help themselves.
The partnership, in conjunction with Augeo platform clients, will create socially conscious
programs, products, and experiences that allow people to do good through their everyday
experiences as an employee, as a customer while shopping, or as an engaged member of an
organization.

“One of the most exciting elements of the new micro-giving program is that the Augeo platform
will include regular feeds of information to all contributors”, said Erik Sorensen, Augeo Chief
Product Officer. “Redeeming loyalty points is now connected to a user’s social values. Our users
will see where each impact they have funded goes and track the progress of a school being built,
a new clean water well being dug, or a local food program being developed. We expect to
immediately see elevated user engagement and anticipate enhanced long term loyalty.”
###
About Augeo
Augeo is a North American leader in engagement, loyalty and incentive platforms with a focus on
developing new solutions and innovative technology for clients, partners, merchants and
consumers. Augeo operates business units in consumer and customer loyalty, employee
recognition, membership benefit solutions and digital agency services. Augeo serves both
domestic and international programs and currently supports over 55 countries in 8 languages.
Headquartered in St. Paul, MN, Augeo also has offices in the metropolitan areas of Chicago, New
York, Atlanta, Phoenix, and Nashville. For more information, visit www.augeomarketing.com

About ME to WE
ME to WE is part of WE - a family of organizations making doing good, doable. WE is made up of
WE Charity, empowering domestic and international change, ME to WE, a social enterprise that
creates socially conscious products and experiences to help support the charity, and WE Day,
filling stadiums around the world with the greatest celebration of social good. WE enables youth
and families to better the world – supporting 2,500+ local and global causes by volunteering
millions of hours of service, shopping daily with an impact, and raising millions of dollars that
directly benefit their local communities and the world. Globally, our teams in Asia, Africa, and
Latin America have provided more than 1 million people with clean water, built 1,500 schools
and schoolrooms overseas, and empowered more than 200,000 children with access to
education. WE was founded more than 20 years ago by social entrepreneurs, brothers Craig and
Marc Kielburger. Join the movement today at WE.org.

ME to WE Partners with Van Houtte Coffee Services to launch
ME to WE Coffee That Changes Lives™, Empowering Women and
Families in Developing Communities with Life-Changing Opportunities
TORONTO, May 30, 2019 – Today, ME to WE, an award-winning social enterprise that creates
socially conscious products, in partnership with Van Houtte Coffee Services announced the
launch of a new range of premium coffee products that help empower women and their
families in developing communities across Africa, Latin America, Asia to help lift themselves and
their families out of poverty. Van Houtte Coffee Services, Canada’s leader in coffee service, is
the exclusive commercial distributor for ME to WE Coffee That Changes Lives™. The new coffee
is made with 100 per cent high-quality coffee beans, ethically sourced from cooperatives in the
world’s premier coffee growing regions throughout Africa and Latin America.
Made with Fairtrade Certified, sustainably sourced beans, every cup of ME to WE Coffee That
Changes Lives™ helps create additional positive impact in partnership with ME to WE’s
charitable partner, WE Charity. Through the charity’s holistic development model, communities
are empowered to break the cycle of poverty and achieve sustainable change. Ethically sourced
from countries in which WE Charity operates, ME to WE Coffee That Changes Lives™ will
empower women in these communities with financial opportunity, helping them to create
lasting positive impact for themselves, their families and greater community. It is well known
that a successful approach to development includes investing in women to create long-term
social and economic benefits for all.
“Van Houtte Coffee Services is truly proud of partnering with ME to WE to help improve the
livelihoods of women in these coffee communities. As a Keurig Canada Inc. subsidiary,
operating as Keurig Dr Pepper Canada, we are committed to doing more than what’s expected
of us, and we work to integrate social responsibility into all aspects of our business,” says Chris
McMahon, Vice-President, General Manager, Van Houtte Coffee Services Inc . “It really is
engrained in everything we do - from source to cup. Whether it’s our commitment to improving
the lives of coffee farmers or our care for the earth and the communities we operate in, we
constantly strive to make the world a better place,” adds Stéphane Glorieux, President of
Keurig Dr Pepper Canada. “Our organisation is committed to sourcing 100% of responsibly
sourced coffee by 2020. To do so, we partner with organizations that share our vision. Our
collaboration with ME to WE is that perfect example; because together we can accomplish
more and have a greater impact.”
From bean to cup and back again, Van Houtte Coffee Services customers can use Track Your
Impact, ME to WE’s tool that allows customers to track and learn where and how the products
they purchase support positive impact. With every cup of ME to WE Coffee That Changes

Lives™, customers can use Track Your Impact to see how their morning cup of coffee is helping
to provide life-changing impact to women and their families in WE Charity communities. Visit
www.TYI.org/coffee for details.
WE Charity’s holistic and sustainable international development program focuses on five key
areas to create lasting change—Education, Water, Health, Opportunity and Food. ME to WE
Coffee That Changes Lives™ directly benefits the Opportunity pillar, providing women with the
training and support they need to increase their income-generating skills. These financial
literacy skills are then passed on to friends and children, ensuring long-term, sustainable
solutions to a household’s and a community’s economic challenges.
“I believe that every woman, when given the tools she needs, has the power to change the
world, which is why I am so thrilled about ME to WE’s new partnership with Van Houtte Coffee
Services,” said Roxanne Joyal, CEO of ME to WE. “Simply by enjoying their morning cup of
coffee, people will help improve the lives of women, their families and their communities
overseas through economic opportunity.”
Through this partnership, businesses across Canada can now enjoy socially conscious Fairtrade
Certified coffee: from bean to cup, ME to WE Coffee That Changes Lives™ contributes to
environmental sustainability and supports ethical supply chain management. Certified Fairtrade
by Fairtrade Canada, ME to WE Coffee that Changes Lives™, supports development of thriving
farmer and worker communities by giving them more control over their futures and protecting
the environment in which they live. ME to WE Coffee That Changes Lives™ is available in
medium and dark roast blends.
“ME to WE demonstrates a true commitment to deepening their social impact in the
communities where they work by building strong, lasting partnerships with women and families
in marginalized communities,” says Julie Francoeur, Executive Director at Fairtrade Canada. “As
a pioneer business offering Fairtrade Certified coffee for almost 20 years, this partnership
reflects a natural expansion of Van Houtte®’s sustainability work that further enshrines their
commitment to fair and sustainable business practices. We are delighted to join forces with the
movement developed by ME to WE and continue to support strong business leaders in their
commitment to fair terms of trade.
The addition of ME to WE Coffee That Changes Lives™ will further expand Van Houtte Coffee
Services’ offerings to their existing and new out-of-home customers across Canada, giving them
the opportunity to do good with their daily cup of coffee.

ME to WE Coffee That Changes Lives™ is available across Canada via Van Houtte Coffee
Services.
ABOUT ME to WE
ME to WE is part of WE—a family of organizations making doing good, doable. WE is made up
of WE Charity, empowering domestic and international change, ME to WE, a social enterprise
that creates socially conscious products and experiences to help support the charity, and WE
Day, filling stadiums around the world with the greatest celebration of social good. WE enables
youth and families to better the world – supporting 2,500+ local and global causes by
volunteering millions of hours of service, shopping daily with an impact, and raising millions of
dollars that directly benefit their local communities and the world. Globally, our teams
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America have provided more than 1 million people with clean water,
built 1,500 schools and schoolrooms overseas, and empowered more than 200,000 children
with access to education. WE was founded more than 20 years ago by social entrepreneurs,
brothers Craig and Marc Kielburger. Join the movement today at WE.org.
ABOUT VAN HOUTTE COFFEE SERVICES
Van Houtte Coffee Services Inc. is Canada's leading commercial coffee services provider. It offers
innovative beverage services tailored to each specific industry sector through worry-free maintenance
and delivery services, paired with a broad range of premium coffees, teas and other beverages in a
variety of formats, and high-performance reliable multi-feature brewers, including Keurig® single-serve
and bean-to-cup coffee makers. The organization is dedicated to offering local and regional businesses,
national corporations and foodservice providers alike diversified solutions that meet their needs. Its
national standing is rooted in its local presence, allowing it to serve hotels, universities and colleges,
healthcare institutions, restaurants, gas stations and convenience stores with all the benefits of a large
corporation while giving them the personalized service of a smaller provider. From its 31 service
branches located strategically across the country, it serves over one million cups of coffee every day
through over 40,000 business customers. Van Houtte Coffee Services Inc. is a Keurig Canada Inc.
subsidiary, operating as Keurig Dr Pepper Canada, whose head office and roasting plant are located in
Montreal. As part of the Keurig Dr Pepper family, Van Houtte Coffee Services Inc. is also a recognized
leader in sustainability thanks to its various programs supporting local and global communities and
responsible sourcing, as well as its initiatives to reduce the environmental impact of its operations. Its
heritage is a unique combination of the Van Houtte® brand coffee roasting traditions since 1919 and
revolutionary technologies, making it a complete coffee solution that is unmatched by any other. To
learn more about the company, visit www.vhcoffeeservices.com.
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